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Week VIII Group Class 

Today’s Class: 

I. Practicing the complete setup independently several times each day. 
a. Follow all the steps from the Preflight checklist for every setup.  This should be practiced 

so much it becomes automatic. 
b. You will eventually reach a point in practicing setups where your child will think it’s so easy 

they will not need to focus anymore.  This is when bad habits sneak in!  When your child 
thinks it is “easy” they may become complacent.  Work through this! 

c. The Steps 
i. Rest Position 
ii. Feet 

iii. Violin 
iv. Head 
v. Bow 
vi. Left Hand 

II. Floor Exercises – Keep practicing these! 
III. The Monkey Song 

a. Work through the steps in order.  As each step reaches mastery, move forward down the 
list: 

i. Sing the song together 
ii. Sing the song while playing “pepperoni pizzas” on the A string 

iii. Sing each phrase of the song, take time to place each finger five times on the 
finger line for your child, then play each note. 

iv. Prepare each finger together, and simultaneously bow and sing the song 
v. Allow the child to prepare each finger and correct as needed; sing the song as 

they bow each part. 
vi. The student plays unaided, with parent singing optional. 

vii. Only when the previous step is well prepared, begin working on the Monkey 
Song on the E string. 

IV. The A Major Scale 
a. The A Major scale contains all the notes we will need for the first nine songs in Book 1.  

Once this is learned, it should be practiced every single day, without exception.  Scales 
form the foundation for all other techniques. 

b. The A Major scale is formed when we combine the Monkey Song on A and E.  If the 
Monkey Song is well prepared, the A Major scale will follow easily! 

c. The added challenge in the A Major scale is transitioning between the open E string and 
the third finger on the A string.  This is the only acceptable order to perform this motion: 

i. Open E string <stop bow in place on the E string> 
ii. On A string, place fingers 1, then 2, then add 3.  Fingers are placed individually 

but must be held simultaneously! 
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iii. Rotate bow from E string to A string 
iv. Play 3rd finger on A string and continue down to the end of the scale. 

V. Practice this week 
a. Continue bow hold games, open string memory games, jumping between bow stickers, 

and 25-100 “pepperoni pizzas” each day.  Keep collecting beans!! 
b. Practice at least 3 complete setups without playing.  Work through the “preflight checklist” 

every time.  Be super vigilant so bad habits do not creep in! 
c. Continue working on floor exercise games.  Practice to build up finger strength, flexibility, 

and agility.  See how fast you can transition between color patterns. 
d. Practice the Monkey Song every day.  By next class, I hope to be able to play Monkey 

Song on A string, Monkey Song on E string, and continue working through all the steps for 
the A Major scale. 

e. Begin or continue listening to the recordings for your Book 1 pieces!  Listen all the way 
from Twinkle through to Allegro (or beyond) every day! 

Questions? Please feel free to send me an email or text message anytime! 

Happy practicing! 


